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The ultimate pocket map of Oslo!Explore Oslo with the help of this genuinely pocket-sized, pop-up

map. Small in size yet big on detail, this compact, dependable, city map will ensure you don&#39;t

miss a thing.* Includes 2 popout maps Ã¢â‚¬â€œ a detailed street by street plan of the city centre

as well as an overview map of greater Oslo* Handy, self-folding, tourist map is small enough to fit in

your pocket yet offers extensive coverage of the city in an easy-to-use format* Thorough street

index is also featured and cross-referenced to the map so you can easily find your destination* Key

places of interest are listed offering you advice on the best things to see
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Founded in 1993 in Bath, England, PopOut Maps have established themselves as a best-selling

range of pocket-sized city maps. Featuring a central and greater crop of the city, plus smaller maps

of popular tourist areas and a transportation map to navigate the city, the PopOut has everything

you need to discover your chosen destination. Our striking map designs feature: Easy to read icons

and fonts Patented, self-folding, durable format Assured reliability and accuracy Clear and logical

navigation with cross-referenced indexes to all streets and places of interest Eye-catching,

laminated cover designs

Great map. It's very convenient to have this map, even with Google Maps, as phones can act funny,

and it shows important places so you can plan your day out without even taking out your phone or



laptop. Also, if the phone dies, it is great to have a backup for safety. Especially in Norway where

you'll be hiking and walking all day to see all the beauty.It folds up to a tiny little space but really

offers quite a large map of the city that any tourist could appreciate. Definitely 5 stars as I used it a

lot, and then a friend came into town who took it from me and used it almost exclusively to get

around. Nowadays it's great to have something like this so you can leave your phone in your pocket

and enjoy life.

Good map, has most streets you need. Nice size. Did rip when wet. Better transportation map

(larger, easier to read) available at the visitors center for free, but I used this map a lot to get around

by foot during my 4 days in Oslo.

Nice compact map (5 maps actually) of Oslo that folds to the same size as a passport cover. Tiny

writing required wearing readers for my aging eyes but all the major attractions are covered. Our

hotel had a free map of the city but this was nice to have and easier to manage because of its size.

This map is in Norwegian. The cover is in English so it's deceptive. I'll try to return it. Shouldn't be in

US market.

After a week in Oslo, I love this map. It had the needed information and was in a really easy to use

format. It fits easily in a back pocket and doesn't require sloppy folding or fiddling. This is th one to

use.

This is a great little map for any tourist, but it could use a some local train information (like a London

tube overview) because the Oslo train lines are often much more direct and useful for accessing

most of this wonderful city's main attractions.

Product arrived quickly and is exactly as described.

Great size! Just stick in your pocket, and it's not terribly conspicuous when it's unfolded. The true

test will be in its use this summer.
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